The Civil Service
are on record. But it is not less true, also, of penal reform;
it is, I think, true to say that, minor changes apart, every
serious impulse to prison improvement in this country
has originated outside and not inside the Home Office.
It is seen, also, in the fact that, after thirty years, the
rules governing workmen's compensation should have
remained unchanged, and that it should have taken almost
a decade of agitation to persuade the Ministry of Labour
to embark upon the revision of the cost of living index,
I believe myself—though this is far more controversial
ground—that it is seen also in the Treasury's relentless
opposition to a great public works programme. The need
for far-reaching improvements in electrification, water
supply, housing, roads, especially in rural areas, is largely
a matter of common agreement. But every attempt at
development along these lines has broken down in the
face of opposition from the • Treasury. It is at least legi-
timate to doubt, in the face of available foreign experience,
whether the postulates of the Treasury position are as
satisfactory as successive Chancellors of the Exchequer
have been persuaded to regard them.
But I believe that the narrow range from which the
administrative class is drawn is still more important in
this context. High officials are hard-worked men, im-
mersed in the grim daily burden of their task. Living
the same kind of life, meeting, for the most part, people
who lead lives similar to their own, seeing problems not
in the pit and mine, in the slum house and the condemned
school, but in the massive dossiers which come to them
in endless procession, it is at least not clear that they are
driven by their work to that examination of fundamentals
which, as I have argued, is so urgent a task for our
generation. They can see the problem of juvenile unem-
ployment as an administrative and statistical problem;

